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Rolex is a name world renowned as the premiere in classic luxury watches. For many years they
have been what many believe to be the undisputed leader in this luxury, niche field and also some
what of a symbol of prestige and class. As times changes and so did the Rolex, adding many
different styles to their brand but it is fair to say that the much sought after vintage Rolex holds as
much if not more prestige today as it did back then!

Of course there are a number of beautiful time pieces available, Cartier, Breitling, Patek to name but
a few all master watch makers with classic timeless designs. These watches were brilliantly made
and we hope you love them as we do.

At Lowry Antiques we not only appreciate these classics we have a genuine love and passion for
them. Our watches of Wales arm have built a fantastic reputation as among the very best in our field.

Based in Wales we have a large variety of high quality, vintage watches for sale from vintage Rolex
to vintage Cartier and everything in between.  We have been in this business many years and have
built an unrivalled flawless record for our commitment to customer service. With our wealth of
experience coupled with our priceless contacts list we are confident we can source our customers
the most sought after vintage watches for sale.

Each item we have in stock and every vintage watch for sale come with a stellar guarantee, be
assured that we are experts in our field and check rigidly the authenticity of our vintage Rolexâ€™s etc.
All of our vintage watches for sale are in perfect working order. Have a look through our online
catalogue at www.watchesofwales.co.uk to view some of the most stunning vintage Rolexâ€™s
available, if you have something extra special in mind or for further information and advice call us on
01443 434 963.
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 - About Author:
A a vintage Rolex from watchesofwales.co.uk is a classic, timeless piece which will never go out of
fashion. We have a veritable plethora of a vintage watches for sale which are fault free, functional
and fabulous.
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